Hi,

I am sending here, on behalf of Farzaenh Badiei the NCSG chair, the NCSG submission on UAM. Thank you.

Best Regards,

Rafik
Comments of the Non-Commercial Stakeholders Group on the Unified Access Model dated 20 August 2018

The following document outlines the concerns of the Non-Commercial Stakeholder Group (NCSG) with the “Draft Framework for a Possible Unified Access Model for Continued Access to Full WHOIS Data”, prepared by ICANN org for discussion and released on 20 August 2018.¹

We have divided our comments in this letter into three sections. First, we put forward our procedural concerns regarding this comment process and the manner in which ICANN org has developed the proposed Unified Access Model. Second, we comment substantively on the proposed Unified Access Model itself. We conclude with a series of recommendations that we ask be given serious consideration by ICANN org.

1) Overview

At the moment, many of the ICANN community’s most active volunteers are occupied by actively contributing to or monitoring the progress of the Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP) working group, which was chartered to deliver a triage document of the Temporary Specification, an Initial Report, and a proposed model for a system for providing accredited access. Notably, the question of access is meant to be taken up only after the EPDP team finishes its revision of the Temporary Specification, as these deliberations will inform community decisions about the nature of data access and whether or not there is an underlying need for a framework or implementation scheme. The proposed framework, which has received no formal mandate from the community, disproportionately favors stakeholders with a vested interest in preserving unlawful access to WHOIS data, to the detriment of data subjects’ rights. For this reason, ICANN org’s preparation and circulation of a “possible” unified framework is not only an inappropriate use of scarce resources, but most troublingly of all, a circumvention of established consensus-based multistakeholder processes.

Indeed, the very title of the proposed discussion paper lends credence to our concerns. Consider the following words used:

- “Unified”: To reiterate, there is no consensus within the community on whether or not a unified access model is the best approach. This is primarily because unified access does not allow for the consideration of each purpose and request for access based on the
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GDPR’s requisite principle of data minimization. Moreover, it is not clear whether the access model needs to be global or to vary by jurisdiction. As such, the NCSG rejects ICANN org’s preemptive and premature use of this term.

- “Continued Access” The NCSG fundamentally disagrees with the premise of third party actors having continued access to full WHOIS data. As we have indicated in previous communications with ICANN org, such access is (and has been) illegal, flouting data subjects rights and ignoring the risks posed to registrants by allowing commercial actors to harvest their data. In the wake of numerous high-profile scandals resulting from corporate mismanagement of user data, ICANN org minimizes these concerns to its own peril.

- “to Full WHOIS Data.” Sustained references to “WHOIS data” are loaded and unhelpful, as they perpetuate the concept of a public directory. New protocols, notably RDAP, are capable of delivering fine-tuned access for specific requests in accordance with the proportionality and data limitation principles which bound compliance with GDPR. It is this registration data that should be discussed at present. Even if the EPDP comes to the conclusion that a public directory is necessary, such a directory will bear little resemblance to the unlawful WHOIS directory of the past. Thus, framings premised on Full WHOIS Data must be abandoned.

- “For discussion.” By informally launching a “discussion” on a topic that falls squarely under the purview of the GNSO, ICANN org has initiated a parallel process that only serves to weaken and undermine the ongoing GNSO policy development process. Managing the personal data of registrants around the world is one of the most important policy debates that has ever been fought out in this transnational, multistakeholder organization. Certain parts of the community (GAC, SSAC, and ALAC) have thereby been granted extraordinary input into the GNSO’s decision-making process. This deviation from community norms should not result in an elimination of established process altogether. If ICANN org is seen to be thwarting process and yielding to the clamoring of state and market actors seeking unfettered access to personal data, it threatens to destroy ICANN’s legitimacy to set policy as a multistakeholder organization.

2) Section-Specific Comments

Section A: Introduction

The purpose of the Unified Access Model Document

Once again, the community should first assess the need for and feasibility of a “unified access model” before trying to build one. This document should not be developed any further until such a community mandate has been conferred.
Section B: Summary of the Framework

Section B discusses using Registration Data Access Protocol to manage requests for personal data the draft asserts:

“The access model discussed in this paper attempts to provide an alternative, uniform method beyond legal due process for registry operators and registrars to provide continued access to full WHOIS data for legitimate purposes, but recognizes that such an approach may prove to be challenging given the legal parameters of the GDPR, requiring the balancing of legitimate interests with the interests, rights, and freedoms of affected data subjects. Developing a unified approach for proportionate data processing consistent with the GDPR while minimizing the risk of unauthorized and unjustified processing will continue to require careful consideration and consultation with the relevant data protection authorities to develop a legally sustainable solution.”

This paragraph seems to reveal intentions to push ahead with a WHOIS 2, despite recognizing its unlawfulness. In general, the suggested approach excludes the rights of data subjects and limits opportunities for various ICANN stakeholders, including registries and registrars (as long as legitimate third party interest is at stake) to have a say in the process. Instead, disproportionate influence is given to the GAC, which would determine eligible user groups and counsel ICANN on treatment of private parties, while also deciding on requirements for law enforcement authentication. Aside from lacking the expertise to accredit user groups, centralizing crucial decisions within one Advisory Committee opens the door to capture by parties that have an interest in mining, selling, and otherwise abusing access to personal data.

Section C: Background

Pages 4 and 5 of the document lay out the background on the importance of access to personal information of the domain name registrants. While the NCSG agrees that an access system should be in place at some point, the urgency of the matter portrayed by ICANN org is based on pressure from certain parts of the community: namely, third parties who do not have a direct relationship with the end-user or registrant. ICANN org appears to have considered only the comments from the parts of the community that have made use of historical access to the personal information of domain name registrants. However, letters lamenting lack of access do not create legitimate grounds for access to personal information. ICANN org must demonstrate community consensus on the dire urgency of immediate access to justify driving the unified access model outside of the GNSO policy development process.
Section C continues:

“Additionally, various parts of the community, including governments and European data protection authorities have called for community work to develop a unified approach for accessing non-public WHOIS data.”

We think this is a flawed and selective interpretation of advice received from the DPAs. In the discussion document, a quote from the Article 29 Working Party is used to justify the statement above, disregarding that the very next lines goes on to say:

“It should also be clarified how access shall be limited in order to minimize risks of unauthorized access and use (e.g. by enabling access on the basis of specific queries only as opposed to bulk transfers and/or other restrictions on searches or reverse directory services, including mechanisms to restrict access to fields to what is necessary to achieve the legitimate purpose in question.”

In the same letter, the DPAs “welcome[d] the decision of ICANN to propose an interim model which involves layered access.” Thus, it appears that the only advice from DPAs that ICANN org has accepted and reproduced are quotes that could be bent into support for unified access.

Terms: Nonpublic WHOIS vs. Personal or sensitive information

Non-public WHOIS data is the personal and sensitive information of domain name registrants. This data is protected under GDPR, which is why ICANN had to make it non-public earlier this year. We ask ICANN org and encourage the ICANN community to replace the term “non-public WHOIS” with “personal and/or sensitive data.”

3) Summary of Objections

The NCSG objects to an access model based on eligible user groups.

The disclosure of the personal and sensitive data of domain name registrants to third parties must occur only in accordance with the legal grounds outlined in Articles 4 and 6 of the GDPR. Article 4 outlines the conditions within which data transfers are lawful, and Article 6 comprehensively lists the conditions under which the processing of personal data shall be lawful. In certain circumstances, the disclosure of this personal data may be justified under Article 6(1)(f) of the GDPR, which states the disclosure of data may be justified where:

“...processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden

---

by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data..."

As the GDPR clearly states, third party interests in data processing must be balanced against the interests of the data subject. The personal rights of the data subject must be interpreted narrowly and on a case-by-case basis. In order to do so, each request has to be processed individually, based on strict criteria. User groups are too broad a categorization and do not allow for a narrow interpretation of legitimate interest. Our recommendation here is consistent with the advice that the Article 29 Working Party has previously offered:

“An interest must be sufficiently clearly articulated to allow the balancing test to be carried out against the interests and fundamental rights of the data subject. Moreover, the interest at stake must also be ‘pursued by the controller’. This requires a real and present interest, something that corresponds with current activities or benefits that are expected in the very near future. In other words, interests that are too vague or speculative will not be sufficient.”  

The NCSG objects to the GAC being responsible for defining the eligible parties with legitimate interest

The problem with granting access based on eligible user groups is demonstrated right away when ICANN wants to describe how such eligibility should be determined. ICANN believes the GAC should determine such eligibility since public policy issues should be considered. Unfortunately, the current composition of GAC does not allow this, and we believe they have neither the resources nor the expertise to be able to fulfill this role. While GAC in its communiques urge ICANN to come up with an access model to domain name registrants personal information, the Data Protection Authorities and the European Data Protection Board inform ICANN that there should be a clear distinction between various data processing activities and the respective purposes pursued by stakeholders and do not solely recommend access mechanisms should be in place. There are many more criteria that the EDPB has highlighted for ICANN in order to be compliant with GDPR. GAC acknowledges the importance of compliance with GDPR but it has not acknowledged under what legal terms should this access be provided and does not have the expertise to do so because DPAs are not a part of GAC as opposed to law enforcement and consumer protection agencies.

The NCSG objects to parties with legitimate interests establishing their own requirements for authentication.

---

4 See proposed access model dated 20 August 2018, p. 9.
By giving stakeholders the power to establish their own requirements, ICANN is permitting, even incentivizing, these actors to set out weak requirements and broad boundaries in order to best deliver valuable data access to their constituents. This approach contravenes the principles of data minimization and moreover elevates the interests of third parties above the rights of the data subjects.

**The NCSG objects to granting unlimited access to third parties based on self-described, pre-defined legitimate interests.**

Third parties should be granted access only to individual records, in accordance with the legitimate purpose of the request, and should not have bulk access to registration data. This is the only answer compliant with the GDPR. Access to all-you-can-eat, unlimited full registration records should not be allowed by “user groups” and not determined by authenticating bodies.

**The NCSG believes disclosure of domain name registrants data should be carried out by registrars only.**

The guidelines and suggestions ICANN is providing in the Unified Access document are unacceptable. Despite being called “framework” and guidelines, it provides unworkable solutions such as defining eligible user groups through GAC or having authenticating bodies that might lack neutrality. ICANN’s UAM suggested framework is unworkable for the community as most of the groups are excluded from deciding on very critical issues and GAC and interest groups themselves have been suggested to be in charge of formulating safeguards. The document does not provide any legal clarity for the community. The community should come up with an acceptable, consensus-based framework that complies with the law that is cross jurisdictional. ICANN does not have to come up with a model to provide guidelines and legal clarity for the community. This document should be discarded as many of the aspects of its model are not in the interest of data subjects.